The role of the social condition of women in the decline of maternal and female mortality.
The objective of this article is to study the changes that have occurred in the mortality pattern of women of fertile age in Spain throughout the 20th century, the significance of maternal mortality in the development of this pattern, and the other causes of death that have contributed most to such changes. Female mortality has most often been approached from the perspective of the genetic differences from males--particularly from the sexual-biological, basically reproductive, aspect--without considering other possible (social) differences. We have studied the female mortality pattern from the double incline of date of death (period) and of date of birth (cohort). Using the mortality theory of competing risks as our basis, we excluded in turn maternal mortality and mortality due to tuberculosis from overall mortality, and analyzed the transformations produced in the mortality pattern. Our results show that maternal mortality alone cannot be held responsible for the excess female mortality of the 1910s and 1920s, or for the mortality pattern among women of fertile age during the first half of this century. We suggest that the social discrimination against females from infancy has been responsible for most of the differences observed in mortality patterns.